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FARMER, Philip José. *A Woman a Day*. (New York): Beacon (1960). First edition. Wrappers. Pages slightly browned, spine a bit cocked and with slight creasing, a very good plus copy. Softcore science-fiction smut: "He defied the 25th century with a woman who was NOT HIS WIFE-and a WIFE who was NOT A WOMAN." #22081 ........................................ $425 $87.50


FARMER, Philip José. *The Image of the Beast: An Exorcism (Ritual 1)*. LA: Essex House (1968). First edition, a paperback original. Postscript by Theodore Sturgeon. Bump to upper right corner, light stress creases to the spine, else a near fine copy of this pornographic science fiction paperback original. All of Farmer's Essex House originals are scarce. #2232 ....................................................................... $130 $91
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